EMERGENCY
COMMUNICATION
PRINCIPLES
CLARITY

OVER-COMMUNICATION

People are under such extreme pressure in an
emergency, that it impacts their decision
making. Eliminate uncertainty, chaos and
confusion by expressing clear, specific and
actionable information.

Constant updates will keep people alert and
ensure that they are acting on correct
information. It will also prevent damaging and
inaccurate data from spreading. One other
benefit
of
over-communication
in
an
emergency is that information will reach the
edges of the organization faster to initiate
collective action.

CONSOLIDATION
It is important to have a single source of truth
in emergency response so that both internal
and external stakeholders know where to get
the
latest
information.
Any
emergency
manager needs to be identified, media trained
and kept up-to-date with the evolving situation
to ensure media, staff, students, parents and
the public are informed with a clear, consistent
message.

REPETITION

There's a saying that goes "what is repeated
will be remembered and what is remembered
will be actioned". This could not be more true
and valuable than when you're educating
large populations in emergency preparedness
and response. Use every platform available to
share and repeat information and influence a
safety-first culture.

CONSISTENCY

Do an audit of the organization's emergency
training materials – physical and
digital
including social media – and check for
consistency and accuracy. Few things are as
damaging and hard to address than incorrect
information blasted on social media without
your ability to see and respond with facts and
appropriate messaging.

PLANNING

Ensure that a detailed emergency plan is
drilled and updated often. It is critical that the
plan includes templates of announcements,
releases,
emergency
instructions
and
messages to facilitate rapid transmission. Also
plan for responding to feedback and questions
to
enable
emergency
managers
make
informed
decisions
while
making
staff,
students and parents aware of evolving
situations and take appropriate action.
Ultimately, the goal of emergency planning is
to arm the population with the best
information to guarantee their protection.

TRANSPARENCY
It is never acceptable to conceal, distort, or
misrepresent information to the general public,
in any situation. It is especially important to be
direct and transparent in an emergency
because it could mean life and death. A policy
of openness and transparency is essential to
maintaining trust during a crisis. This
transparency must be consistent across all
communications - news interviews, social
media, internal announcements, etc.
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EMERGENCY
COMMUNICATION
FRAMEWORK
Most likely, there’s a plan for attending to the students and sweeping the school environment
in the event of an emergency. But there isn’t often a plan for communicating to first
responders, parents, staff, school districts, and the media before, during and after the event.

The key to successful emergency planning is having a communication strategy to ensure that
crisis alerts, safety instructions, and in some cases, rescue and recovery plans, are
transmitted, received and responded to.

All emergencies have three stages in which
the chain of action/reaction occurs.
BEFORE

DURING

AFTER

EDUCATION
&
PREPARATION

ACTIVATION
&
RESPONSE

REPORTING
&
RECOVERY

Emergency Training

Sounding the Alarm

Debriefing

Drill Campaign

Command & Control

Recovery Mission

Discussion & Feedback

Visibility & Coordination

Education Campaign

Map out your communication strategy at every
stage of your school’s emergency response plan.
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BEFORE
This stage is all about preparing the staff on what, how, when to communicate
and to whom in an emergency scenario. This is an opportunity to practice the
proper coordination and dissemination of information before a crisis event
strikes.

1
Train staff how to report the
details of emergencies with
911 operators. Questions
they should be prepared to
answer include: What is
happening? Is anyone hurt?
or how many are injured?

4
Identify and test the tools
for communicating
instructions internally and
externally, i.e. voice, mobile,
E-911, etc.

7
Establish, document and
distribute emergency
procedures widely to the
students, parents and staff.

2
Train staff to constantly
update emergency contacts
made by students after
school hours.

5
Identify and test alternative
tools for communicating
internally and externally in
the event of a phone line
failure.

8
Set up emergency drills and
preparedness campaigns to
staff, students and parents
through email, web and
social media

3
Train staff to lead
constructive dialogue with
their students to teach
open communication and
inspire cooperation.

6
Identify who, when, and
under what circumstances
will you communicate with
parents, school board
authorities in the event of
an emergency.

9
Organize periodic dialogues
or meetings to engage the
community and promote a
safety-first culture.
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DURING
Panic will most likely occur in the first 10 to 15 minutes following the onset of the
crisis. Communicating is critical to executing the plan and decreasing panic.
Focus on getting help to ensure that the appropriate agency is dispatched.

1
Contact 911 to dispatch
police/fire/emergency
health services/emergency
management organization.
State your emergency
clearly and request
assistance as appropriate.

4
Standby to make a
prepared announcement
on the PA system. Make
your instructions clear and
simple, for example –
“Attention. Everyone must
leave the building now and
assemble at the relocation
point.”

7
Be prepared to describe
injuries to Emergency Health
Services dispatchers who will
ask questions as well as give
directions for emergency
care.

2
Clearly describe where the
main entrance is located or
where the police should
arrive or which spots they
should avoid. NOTE: You will
need to state the address
for the school as well as any
specific directions
responders should know.

5
Coordinate action with the
responding emergency
services with clarity and
specificity. For example –
Who will meet the first
responders? How will they
access the facility, etc.

8
Once help has arrived, step
back and continue to
provide visibility or reporting
to authorities not present at
the scene of the emergency.

3
Provide information and
accurate reporting to 911 and
first responders. Do not
speculate, exaggerate, or
minimize the facts.

6
If the emergency is ongoing,
the 911 operators will
request that you stay on the
line with them to provide
updates and additional
information until the
emergency responders
arrive.

9
Contact parents and school
district authorities as soon
as practical and report the
incident as accurately and
as plainly as you can.
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AFTER
It is important that a DEBRIEFING occurs with the Crisis Team, PR agency and
legal team to talk over what happened, and to receive counseling on dealing
with the stress potentially suffered during the event.

1
Assign a Media
Spokesperson for the
school. Make it clear to all
staff that no one, other than
the assigned spokesperson
should speak on behalf of
the school with the media.

4
Direct the media to
resource persons and
witnesses to provide
accurate and reliable
account of the event. Give
them access to the same
information.

7
Develop an information
sheet for parents, teachers,
and others; information will
include topics such as
talking with students, signs
of PTSD and others relating
to crisis stress.

2
Assign a designated area
for the media to deter them
from approaching or
photographing students. If
the media will be on the site
during the emergency,
ensure that appropriate
safety precautions are
followed.

5
Keep records of all
information provided to the
media. Provide written press
releases when possible.

8
Develop a schedule of
activities for the first day of
school following the crisis
with support services.

3
Be consistent and
transparent when
communicating with the
media. Be factual. Don’t
speculate. Do not cover up
or try to mislead.

6
Prepare a ready-to-go
notification for parents
about the continuing care
that is available to
students;

9
Meet and talk with the
parents of students and
spouses of adults who have
been affected by the crisis
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EMERGENCY
COMMUNICATION
WORKFLOW
School communities rely on the timely and
accurate communication of many sectors
to carry out an effective emergency
response. It’s a complex network that
involves the interaction of local, state, and
national actors coordinating resources to
prevent or reduce negative impact.

The best way to organize messages
across a multitude of contacts is through
a centralized portal or hub that is
accessible to all required parties, feeding
real time information on unfolding events
in order to facilitate coordinated action.

As soon as an emergency event occurs, a
range of stakeholders need to be alerted
and updated, including staff, parents,
neighboring
schools,
emergency
responders and related government
bodies.

STATE - DOE
HEALTH
SERVICES

EMERGENCY
MANAGEMENT

EMERGENCY
RESPONDERS

LOCAL
AUTHORITIES
SCHOOL

LOCAL
COMMUNITY

MEDIA

STUDENTS

PARENTS

STAFF
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EMERGENCY
COMMAND & CONTROL
Manage all Emergency Communications
in the cloud with HAVRION HUB
1

2

3

4

EMERGENCY ACTIVATION
Instantly activate an emergency
event and coordinate response

MESSAGE AUTOMATION
Automate messages and instantly
send mass text, email, voice mail

EXTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS
Manage group calls, text, email,
voice mails, E-911 from a single portal

EVENT MANAGEMENT
Create and manage custom events,
emergency drills, etc.

5

6

7

8

ATTENDANCE MANAGEMENT
Find out who needs help in real time
when paired with ALERT-Mobile

PUSH NOTIFICATIONS
Blast emergency notifications across
devices including large Digital Displays

EVENT DASHBOARD
Data analytics, event history

REAL-TIME EVENT TRACKING
Deployment maps, drop pins, news
feeds

Emergency Manager and First Responder Cloud-based Portal

EMERGENCY
COMMUNICATION
TOOLS
SOLUTIONS

HAVRION

ALERT

CAPABILITIES

Digital and Physical Panic Buttons
At-the-ready Notification

Rapid Response Technology,
Mobile Activation Made Easy,
No Hardware Needed,
Easy To Deploy

Interactive Attendance Management
Standard Response Protocol
Offsite - 911 Communication
Alyssa's Law Compliant
Geo-fence Activation Zones

HAVRION DETECT

First Responder Access Portal
Active Sensor Maps

Advanced Hazard Detection,
AI-Driven System Activation,
Enhanced Locational Accuracy

Gun Shot Detection (Amberbox)
Vape Sensor Integration
Air Contaminant Detection
Weather Hazard Alert

HAVRION CONNECT

Samsung Smart Signage
Site or District-wide Video Coverage

Dynamic, visual communication

Custom Messaging

through smart digital display

Emergency Call Out Management
Notification Management
Evacuation Route Management
Custom Event Creation
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HAVRION is leveraging technology to create safe, connected and thriving communities.
By developing a suite of innovative communication tools for advanced situational
awareness and protection in schools, buildings and facilities.

ALERT
ALERT activates rapid emergency response
through physical panic buttons and the mobile
app. It provides at-the-ready communications
and notifications with E-911, text, group call.
ALERT aligns with SRP (Standard Response
Protocol) and coming soon – Custom Event
Creation.

DETECT
DETECT's sensor integrations, in conjunction
with CONNECT's smart displays,
triggers
immediate communication and response in
the event of an emergency hazard. DETECT
works for organizations of all sizes and
supports activation of different types of
events.

ADVANCED HAZARD DETECTION

FIRE

ACTIVE
SHOOTER

BIO-MEDICAL

WEATHER

ENVIRONMENT

CONNECT
LOCKDOWN

LOCKDOWN

CONNECT enables you to communicate to
large populations efficiently through smart
displays.
Customize
instructions,
health
bulletins and other critical information for
immediate
display
on
Samsung's
smart
screens.
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Connecting people
and technology to deliver
meaningful outcomes
Our story began in the wake of the
Stoneman Douglas High School Shooting
in 2018 – a shocking tragedy that
prompted the founders to make our
schools safer with smart technologies.
Since then, we've worked to accelerate
the development of threat detection and
rapid emergency communications in order
to prevent the tragic loss of lives.

We believe in the preservation of life, the
prevention
of
tragedy,
and
the
application of intelligent end-to-end
emergency response strategies.
Our
mission
as
a
Minority-Owned
Company is to leverage technology to
create thriving, connected and safe
communities.
WWW.HAVRION.COM | INFO@HAVRION.COM
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